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Emilio
Gentile,
an
internationally
renowned authority on fascism and
totalitarianism, argues that politics over the
past two centuries has often taken on the
features of religion, claiming as its own the
prerogative of defining the fundamental
purpose and meaning of human life.
Secular political entities such as the nation,
the state, race, class, and the party became
the focus of myths, rituals, and
commandments and gradually became
objects of faith, loyalty, and reverence.
Gentile examines this sacralization of
politics, as he defines it, both historically
and theoretically, seeking to identify the
different ways in which political regimes as
diverse as fascism, communism, and liberal
democracy have ultimately depended, like
religions, on faith, myths, rites, and
symbols.
Gentile maintains that the
sacralization of politics as a modern
phenomenon is distinct from the
politicization of religion that has arisen
from militant religious fundamentalism.
Sacralized politics may be democratic, in
the form of a civil religion, or it may be
totalitarian, in the form of a political
religion. Using this conceptual distinction,
and moving from America to Europe, and
from Africa to Asia, Gentile presents a
unique comparative history of civil and
political religions from the American and
French Revolutions, through nationalism
and
socialism,
democracy
and
totalitarianism, fascism and communism,
up to the present day. It is also a
fascinating book for understanding the
sacralization of politics after 9/11.
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Politics HuffPost From the Publisher: Insight: Politics as Religion - Emilio Gentile defines political religion as a
more or less developed system of beliefs, myths, rituals and symbols that creates an aura of sacredness around an
Fascism as Political Religion. In modern society, secularization has not produced a definitive separation between the
spheres of religion and politics. With the. Politics as religion in America - latimes Sep 30, 2008 - 15 minNoah
Feldman makes a searing case that both politics and religion -- whatever their Religion and Politics Internet
Encyclopedia of Philosophy cult, thus constituting a secular religion. In politics, however, the term. secular religion1 is
often adopted as a synonym for civil religion or political religion. Were All In Trouble If Politics Becomes Our New
Religion - Patheos Apr 9, 2015 ARE religions and political movements essentially the same sort of thing, with a
common love of hymns, initiation rites and utopian ideals? Review Essay of Politics as Religion - Library of Social
Science Religion and Politics Pew Research Center - Pew Forum Dec 7, 2016 (RNS) Political operatives of both
parties have known for decades that voting behavior is about emotion, intuition and tribal affiliation -- just like Politics
as Religion - Princeton University Press Sacralized politics may be democratic, in the form of a civil religion, or it
may be totalitarian, in the form of a political religion. Using this conceptual distinction, Religion & Politics Mar 22,
2017 Politics as Religion: A Brief Assay Essayed after Midnight just as to say Im being religious while doing the
offices of religion would be to put none Religion Is Disappearing. Thats Great for Politics. - POLITICO Jul 29,
2014 Scientists say the human instinct for religion is so strong that it can never actually be eradicated. We unavoidably
seek patterns in otherwise Politics as Religion: The Independent Review: The Independent Politics and Religion
Cambridge Core The relation between religion and politics continues to be an important theme in political philosophy,
despite the emergent consensus (both among political Its time we think of politics more like religion Religion News
Service History shows that politics and religion have long been intertwined religious elements have been present in all
the worlds political systems. Noah Feldman: Politics and religion are technologies TED Talk The theory of political
religion concerns governmental ideologies whose cultural and political backing is so strong that they are said to attain
power equivalent to Politics as Religion: Emilio Gentile, George Staunton - Religion & Politics is an online news
journal, dedicated to the two topics thought unfit for polite company. It is a project of the John C. Danforth Center.
Political religion - Wikipedia Apr 9, 2012 Nevertheless, it should be clear from human history that religion and
politics cannot be separated. Both of them arise from the fact that we Politics as Religion - Princeton University Press
Using this conceptual distinction, and moving from America to Europe, and from Africa to Asia, Gentile presents a
unique comparative history of civil and political religions from the American and French Revolutions, through
nationalism and socialism, democracy and totalitarianism, fascism and communism, up to the none Jun 1, 2016 When
politics becomes our religion, it ingests all of the undeniably bad aspects of religion: the uncompromising tribalism, the
moral superiority, Religion and Politics Are Inseparable: Get Over It HuffPost 2 days ago Religion has reasserted
itself as an important part of individual and national identity in a region that was once dominated by atheist communist
Fascism as Political Religion - JStor In the biblical worldview, as in the ancient world more generally, religion and
politics were inseparable. As the historic protector of his people, God demands Politics as Religion - Emilio Gentile Google Books 1 quote from Politics as Religion: The sacralization of the party opened the way to the sacralization of
Stalin when he became the supreme leader. After Politics as Religion in Jeremiah - Oct 2, 2009 For decades now,
liberals have been agonizing because conservatives seem to win even when polls show that the public generally
disagrees
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